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Abstract� We summarize the National Solar Observatory�Air Force
Research Lab�Sacramento Peak synoptic Calcium K�line monitoring pro�
gram that was initiated in November of ����� We observe the disk�
integrated solar Ca II K�line using the Evans Coronal Facility at NSO�SP�
Several K�line parameters� including the emission index and various mea�
sures of asymmetry are computed from the calibrated line pro�les� We
discuss the cyclic variation of these K�line parameters and their correla�
tion with a several other solar variability indicators�

�� Introduction

Precise measurements of the disc integrated solar Ca II K�line 	� 
�

 �A � ux
are important not only for a better understanding of the long�term variability
of the solar chromospheric energy output� but they should also give insight into
solar�terrestrial relationships as well as the solar�stellar connection�

The National Solar Observatory 	NSO� has a long�term program to monitor
the Ca II K�line in integrated solar light which now spans more than two solar
cycles� Measurements are made with the Fourier Transform Spectrometer at the
McMath Telescope on Kitt Peak on four consecutive days each month 	White
� Livingston ����� ����� White et al� ����� and with the Littrow Spectrograph
at Sacramento Peak on a daily basis 	Keil � Worden ����� hereafter call KW��
White� Livingston � Keil 	����� have compared the two data sets and derived
regression relationships for combining them�

The combined data has been used for comparison with activity cycles in
solar�type stars 	White� Livingston � Keil ����� White et al� ����� and for com�
parison with thermospheric properties measured by the UARS satellite 	White
et al� ����� The higher cadence Sacramento Peak data has been used by Donahue
� Keil 	����� to measure solar di�erential rotation in integrated sunlight with
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the goal of showing such measurements are feasible for other stars� Donahue�
Restaino � Keil 	����� used it to measure chromospheric contrast and active
region �lling factors and to discuss the feasibility of similar measurements for
solar�like stars using the solar data as a calibration�

This paper describes the current data set from Sacramento Peak� describes
how it varies over the two previous solar cycles and how it correlates with other
indicators of solar activity� Further information and results from the combined
NSO�SP and NSO�KP data can be found in White et al� 	������

�� Observations and Reduction

KW describe the observational procedures in detail so we give only a brief sum�
mary�

The observations are made with the coleostat and the horizontal Littrow
spectrograph of the Evans Coronal Facility at Sacramento Peak� A � mm focal
length cylindrical lens focuses the solar image on the entrance slit of the spec�
trograph� This lens forms a one dimensional image of the sun which is slightly
smaller in height than the spectrograph slit� A decker slit behind the cylindrical
lens blocks out excess light� The Littrow is used in double pass to further reduce
scattered light� All of the light from the grating is imaged onto a photomulti�
plier tube� The spectrum is scanned from 
��� to 
��� �A in ��� m�A steps� The
entrance slit is closed to measure noise and the intermediate slit is closed to
measure scattered light�
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Figure �� Number of Days Observed per 
� Day Interval

On most days we make from ������ spectral scans� These are averaged�
after removing scattered light� dark current� and sky transparency variations to
form a daily mean pro�le� We attempt to observe every day near noon� but
telescope scheduling and weather limit our coverage� From ��������
 data was
obtained on ��� of all days� while from �����present data is obtained on about
��� of all days� Fig� � shows the number of days on which observations have
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Figure �� Solar Cycle dependence for the Ca II K�line Parameters
given in Table ��

been obtained during 
� day intervals� The decrease beginning in ���
 resulted
from decreases in the operational budget of NSO�SP�

Since we do not have an absolute calibration of the instrument we determine
a gain and o�set for each pro�le by correlating ��� points in a window several
angstroms away from the K�line core in the red wing point by point with a
reference pro�le� We then average the intensity in a ����� �A window in the red
wing ����� �A away form the K line core� and set this average to an intensity
of ����� of the local continuum� The daily averaged spectra are high frequency
�lter to remove residual noise�

Seven parameters� described in Table �� are deduced from the calibrated
line pro�les and used to measure changes in the K�line over the solar cycle and
to perform correlations with other data sets�
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Table �� Measured Parameters

EM

Z
���

�

�
�A

���
�

�
�A
	I��Ic�d� Emission Index� Equivalent width in �

�A band centered on K�

K� I	K���IC Intensity in the core

K�V �K� I	K�V ��I	K�� Relative strength of the blue K� emis�
sion peak wrt the K� intensity

K�V �K�R �K�R
� �K�V

Separation of the two emission maxima

K�V �K�R �K�R
� �K�V

Separation of blue and red K� minima

K�V �K�R
�I�K�V ��I�K���
�I�K�R��I�K���

The line asymmetry� which is the ratio
of the blue and red emission maxima

WB log��f�����	�R � �V �g Wilson�Babbu parameter� width be�
tween outer edges of K� peaks

�� Variations with the Solar Cycle

Fig� � displays the cyclic behavior of the seven Ca K�line parameters given in
Table �� The most salient feature is the strong modulation with the �� year
solar cycle� Solar rotation and the appearance and disappearance of ephemeral
active regions causes most of the scatter in EM and K�� This also explains
the high scatter at solar maximum compared with solar minimum� This cyclic
dependence of the scatter is weaker in the other parameters implying higher
intrinsic noise levels� Discontinuities in the data� such as that in mid����
� are
real and have been shown to correlate with discontinuities in other indicators of
solar activity� White et al� 	����� showed that these discontinuities correlate
with levels of thermospheric heating in the Earth�s atmosphere and with the
orbital decay rate of the UARS satellite�

Table � summarizes the variation between solar maximum and solar mini�
mum for EM� K� and K�V �K� for cycles �� and ��� The last column of Table

 gives the percentage variation for just the chromospheric component of EM
based on the arguments presented by KW that approximately ��� of EM at
solar minimum is due to a non�chromospheric component while the K� intensity
requires little correction for non�chromospheric components� We note that the
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Table �� Chromospheric Heating� Values of EM� K�� and K�V �K�

are compared at solar max and min for cycles �� and ��� The �nal two
columns give the total observed change and for EM the change in the
chromospheric component after removing a photospheric contribution�

Cycle Solar Max Solar Min �total	�� �Chromo	��
Peak 	Ave� Peak 	Ave� Peak 	Ave� Peak 	Ave�

EM 	�A� �� ����� 	������ ����� 	������ �� 	��� �� 	���
EM 	�A� �� ����� 	������ ����� 	������ �� 	��� �� 	���
K� �� ����� 	������ ����� 	����
� �� 	���
K� �� ����� 	������ ����� 	����
� �� 	���
K�V �K� �� ��
�� 	������ ����� 	������ ��� 	���
K�V �K� �� ��
�� 	������ ����� 	���
�� ��� 	��� �

corrected variation in EM is similar to the observed variation in K� supporting
the claim by KW that the radiation loss rate over the solar cycle is not localized
to higher chromospheric levels�

The K�V �K� ratio measures the relative strength of emission between the
lower and upper chromosphere� Skumanich 	����� remarks that this ratio is
proportional to the square root of the chromospheric optical depth� The numer�
ical calculations of Restaino 	����� verify that such an approximate relationship
is valid in the chromosphere� Fig� � shows that this ratio decreases as activity
levels increase� The mean value of the ratio decreases by about ���� between
solar minimum and maximum� while the maximum observed variation is ap�
proximately ������� However� while the ratio changes� the absolute intensity
increase in K�V and K� are nearly identical� both show a maximum increase of
����� and an average increase of ����� of the local continuum� This suggests that
heating is occuring uniformly over the chromosphere in agreement with our �nd�
ings for K� and EM� Caution is needed in interpreting the relative increase in the
emission peaks and K�� since line formation in such a heterogeneous structure
as the solar chromosphere during activity maximum is too complex a phenom�
ena to allow over simpli�ed studies� However� the K�line pro�les synthesized by
Restaino 	����� from the VAL models for the quiet and active chromosphere
do show similar behavior� i�e� almost equal increase in K� and the K� emission
peaks�

The di�erences between cycle �� and �� may not be signi�cant� Our sam�
pling during the maximum of cycle �� is very coarse� It the NSO�Kitt Peak
data is used to �ll in some of the gaps� the di�erences between solar maximum
and minimum in cycle �� are nearly the same as cycle �� 	White et al�� ������

�� Correlations

Table 
 shows the correlation between EM and several other quantities often
used as indicators of solar activity levels� These include� the He ���
� �A equiv�
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alent width 	He EQW� which is measured daily at NSO�KP 	Harvey� ������
the corrected disk�integrated absolute value of the magnetic ux which is also
measured daily at NSO�KP� the Ly�� ux obtained by the Solar Mesosphere Ex�
plorer 	SME� of the University of Colorado� Boulder obtained from the National
Geophysical Data Center 	NGDC� in Boulder� the ���� cm radio ux 	F����� the
Penticton ���� MHz full disk ux� obtained from NGDC� the sunspot number
obtained from NGDC� and the composite Mg II core to wing ratio 	Mg II c�w�
from the unresolved Mg II h � k lines at ���� �A measured by combining data
from Nimbus �� NOAA��� and NOAA��� 	Deland � Cebula� ���
� obtained
from NGDC�

All of the parameters are strongly modulated by the solar cycle and by solar
rotation� Thus we also show the correlation coe�cients computed after removal
of the solar cycle and after removal of both the cycle and solar rotation� In
addition we show the correlations computed at several epochs� solar minimum
	Nov ���� � Jan ������ solar maximum 	Mar ���� � Mar ������ a rising phase
of activity 	Jan ���� � Mar ������ and a falling phase 	Apr ���� � Jan �����
after the removal of the solar cycle variation� Removal of rotation modulation
causes the largest decrease in the correlations� This results because most active
region are fairly long lived and they modulate most of the parameters in a similar
fashion over a solar rotation� However� the day to day variations contain both
noise and real events� By studying the individual data sets� we found many
discontinuities in the K�line that are also apparent in F����� the Mg II c�w� He
���
� �A and the magnetic �eld� On the other hand� we also �nd many events
in one parameter that are not reected in the others�

Table 
� Ca Emission Index vs Other Activity Indices� The corre�
lation between EM and the parameter listed in column � is given for
various epochs� The columns labeled A�� A� and A
 use all overlap�
ping data� A� uses the raw data� A� the data with the solar cycle
variation removed� and A
 has both the solar cycle and rotational vari�
ations removed� The other columns give correlations for speci�c epochs
	given in the text� using data which has had the solar cyclic variation
removed�

A� A� A
 MIN MAX RISE FALL
He EQW ���
 ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
B Corr ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
Ly � ���� ���� ���� ���� � ���� �
F���� ���
 ���
 ���� ���
 ���� ���� ����
Sunspot � ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���

Mg II c�w ���
 ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���


One reason for looking at these correlations is to develop ground�based
proxies for solar emissions in the UV and EUV� For example� properties of the
Mg II absorption at ���� �A are used with scale factors to estimate irradiance
from ���� � ���� �A 	Health and Schesinger ����� Cepula et al� ����� Deland
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Ca II EM vs Mg II (c/w)    1978-1995
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Ca II EM vs Mg II (c/w)    1989-1992
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Ca II EM vs Mg II (c/w)    1985-1987
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Figure 
� Ca II EM vs Mg II c�w for all overlapping data 	�����
������ for maximum of Cycle �� 	���������� and for minimum of Cycle
�� 	�����������

� Cebula ���
�� and the F���� ux is used as a proxy for the EUV input to
terrestrial models 	Donnelly et al� ������ Thus� we have computed the cross�
power� coherence and phase between the Ca II parameters and the other activity
indicators to better understand their temporal behavior� In addition� we have
started investigating how well the K�line measurements can predict some of the
other parameters� As examples� Figs� 
 and � present the results of comparing
EM to Mg II c�w�

In Fig� 
 we plot the relative cross�power� coherence and phase between
the Ca II EM and the Mg II c�w for all overlapping data� for a period of high
activity 	���������� and a period of low activity 	����������� The strongest
coherence occurs around the �� day rotational period� The two data sets appear
to be in phase at the solar rotation period� However� at shorter periods there is
evidence that the phase increases linearly� implying a lag between the two sets�
with the Ca II emission leading the Mg II emission by about 
�� days� The
coherence associated with periods shorter than �� days is much higher 	even
when the apparent harmonic at �
�� days is excluded� when activity levels are
high� This increase in coherence could result from the appearance of ephemeral
regions that a�ect both the Ca II emission and the Mg II pro�les in a similar
manner� but with an apparent lag of a few days�

Fig� � shows the measured Mg II c�w 	upper right�� the regression rela�
tionship between EM and Mg II c�w 	upper left�� the value of Mg II c�w one
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Figure �� Using the Ca II Emission Index to predict the Mg II c�w�
The di�erence between the predicted value and the observed value of
Mg II c�w has been divided by the observed total variation in the
observed value over the solar cycle to obtain the lower right plot�

would predict using the EM regression where the error bars show the standard
deviation of the predicted values 	lower right�� and the di�erence between the
predicted value of Mg II c�w and the observed value divided by the maximum ob�
served variation between solar minimum and solar maximum 	lower left�� While
EM accurately predicts the mean level of MG II c�w over the solar cycle� the
error in the day to day prediction varies from ���� � of the peak to peak Mg II
c�w variation at solar minimum to ����� � of the variation at solar maximum�

�� Conclusion

The Ca II K�line monitoring program at NSO�SP now spans almost two solar
cycles� The data is available over the WEB at the NGDC site or by e�mailing
a request to skeil�sunspot�noao�edu� We plan to expand the analysis using the
K�line as a predictor to other parts of the EUV spectra� We are investigating
replacement of our current detector which is a photomultiplier that must be
scanned across the Ca II spectrum with a linear diode� This would decrease
the time required to obtain our daily sample and thus increase the number of
observing days�
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